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Your world just turned upside down. In fact, the WHOLE world just turned upside
down. This event and these times are, indeed, unprecedented. But for those who lived
through Hurricane Katrina, some aspects of this crisis seem eerily familiar. I served on
the Interorganizational Performance Evaluation Task Force on one of ten teams that
documented what happened. I saw New Orleans desolate, empty, and partially
destroyed. I remember walking down Canal Street at 8 AM trying to find some place to
buy a Diet Coke. There was none. But there was hope, hope that never died, hope that
New Orleans would again become the wonderful, funky, vibrant city that we knew and
loved.
Our research documented part of how New Orleans came back, by
demonstrating the role that individuals’ social networks played in providing the social
support that got them through. And what we learned can help us all get through Covid19--because we will get through it.
Our mantra right now for our clients and our family is “don’t be a turtle”--don’t
hide in your shell. Turtles get run over. We have to pull together to surmount this
challenge. Below, we offer some guidance that we hope can help you do that.
WHAT WE LEARNED
Before Katrina hit, we surveyed New Orleans residents to predict what would
happen if “the big one” hit; the data went to FEMA. We re-interviewed many of those
same people after Katrina, measuring their social networks, their social support, and the
mental health effects of the storm.
To assess mental health, we used a 7-item index of depressed mood--not clinical
depression but an emotional state. We asked how many days in the past week they had
experienced each of 7 symptoms:
♦ Felt they couldn’t get going,
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♦ Felt sad,
♦ Had trouble sleeping,
♦ Felt everything was an effort,
♦ Felt they couldn’t shake the blues,
♦ Felt lonely, and
♦ Had trouble focusing on a task.
Think about those 7 things for a minute--if your team experiences those symptoms, their
productivity will suffer and they will suffer. Depressed mood will affect their ability to
function, to perform the daily tasks that have suddenly become complex. And the same
holds true for your clients.
We can pretty much assure you that your team and your clients are experiencing
these things right now. Maybe you are, too. Clearly, it’s a good idea to check in with
your team about how they’re doing and to watch out for these 7 things. A physician
who’s on faculty at Baylor College of Medicine said that he feared the mental health
effects of this crisis would equal the physical health effects. Our findings suggest that
he’s right: Eighteen months post-Katrina, depressed mood still stood at twice its preKatrina levels.
That wasn’t true across the board, though: People with better social support did
significantly better. Nearly half--49%--of people who said they had enough people to
help them only “some” of the time reported a high level of depressed mood but that
percentage fell to 23% among those who said they had enough people to help them
“most” of the time and to 19% among those who said they had enough people to help
them “all of the time.”
Here’s what this means for you and your team: It’s critically important to
keep everyone engaged and connected, to do everything you can to get the
support you need and help your team get the support they need, particularly
given that most folks are working remotely right now. And you will deliver
immense value to your clients if you check in to be sure they’re getting the
support that they need.
That support comes in two forms. The first is expressive, or emotional support,
which tends to come from our strong ties—connections to close friends and relatives.
The second is instrumental support, which is help getting things done (whether that’s
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solving work-related problems or getting help in your personal life). That type of support
tends to come from weaker ties, connections to friends-of-friends, acquaintances, and
coworkers. But in a crisis, it often comes from strong ties, as well.
TIPS TO HELP YOUR TEAM
Keep Your Team Connected to You and to Each Other
Working at home can prove challenging under the best of circumstances. Forming
virtual work teams can help combat those challenges. Teams can connect by phone or,
ideally, through video conferencing, once or twice a day--and this can help to increase
productivity. That allows them to provide instrumental support to each other. The
bonus? Our research shows that workers with more coworker connections enjoy higher
job satisfaction.
Be Deliberate in Forming Teams
Sociologists know well--and we suspect you do, too--that norms about productivity
emerge in work groups. So if you form a virtual group, make sure to include at least one
“spark plug” who will add positive energy and productivity. It’s probably good to also
include someone who is good at keeping a cool head in a crisis. We recommend
following this principle as much as possible, even if your teams are primarily unit or
department based.
Encourage Your Employees to Reach Out for Support
The expressive or emotional social support that helps us get through tough times
doesn’t tend to come from acquaintances but from what researchers call strong ties to
close friends and relatives. Keep reaching out to your team to see how they’re doing
and encourage them to reach out to their close friends and relatives, by phone, Face
time, or video conferencing. This is just another version of “don’t be a turtle.” Reaching
out will help your employees maintain their social ties and cope with stress. And if you
can, give them access to online counseling; tele-mental health offers a wonderful
resource right now. That’s going to be critical to get through this.
Structure Work to Decrease Stress as Much as Possible
One of the key indicators of work stress that researchers use is having too much to do
in the time available. As your teams work remotely, they’re likely struggling to balance
family demands, with children learning at home; to complete routine tasks, as even
grocery shopping has become complex; and to attend to the important job of keeping
their environments sanitized. Encouraging your team to structure days in a way that
acknowledges their competing demands can help to reduce stress.
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TIPS TO KEEP YOUR CLIENTS ENGAGED
Show Them You’re in a Relational Not a Transactional Business
♦ Deliver as much value as you can. Share the information we’re giving you and let
them know that it’s coming from a PhD sociologist who studied the recovery from
Hurricane Katrina, so that they understand that it’s grounded in research on
another “Black Swan” event.
♦ Don’t assume you know what they need right now--ask them.
♦ Now is a GREAT time to survey them, to understand what THEY see as their
biggest priorities and challenges. But that needs to be done carefully and
properly, so they know you’re engaging them intentionally. Remember that
people feel fragile right now.
♦ Many people felt disconnected BEFORE this event, as technology and social
media have often undermined social connections. This crisis exacerbated that
problem. They crave connection and they need confidence. You can provide that.
♦ Focus on increasing 3 key customer metrics:
• Deepen your relationship with them,
•

Heighten service levels, PARTICULARLY for key clients, and

•

Further overall relationship engagement.

New Orleans came back after Hurricane Katrina. We will, too. What your clients AND
your team will remember, years after this is over, is that you served them and that you
cared. The need to do that will not end with this event.
If we can help, please let us know. Stay safe and well in this challenging time.
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